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– Leading Expertise and Community Focus.

Northwest Detector Sales, Providing Metal

Detectors in Oregon, Celebrates Nearly

Two Decades of Service

TIGARD, OREGON, USA, July 4, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Northwest

Detector Sales, a well-known source for

metal detectors in Oregon, is

celebrating its 19th anniversary.

Founded in June 2005, the company

has been supplying metal detecting

equipment, mining tools, and expert

advice to enthusiasts and professionals

across Oregon.

A Significant Milestone

Since its start, trusted metal detecting

company in Oregon, Northwest

Detector Sales have been a trusted

source for various brands of metal

detectors. The company has grown

steadily over the years, becoming a reliable source for various brands of metal detectors in

Oregon. “Our journey has been meaningful, and we’re thankful to our customers for their

continued support,” said a spokesperson for Northwest Detector Sales.

Commitment to Quality and Customer Satisfaction

Northwest Detector Sales is known for offering reliable metal detectors in Oregon. The

company’s wide range of products caters to everyone from beginners to experienced treasure

hunters and miners. Reflecting on the company’s mission, employee Bob Mote shared, “Hi! I’m

Bob Mote, with over 20 years in metal detecting and gold prospecting. As a 19-year member of

the Northwest Mineral Prospecting Club and a supporter of various other clubs, I started this

business to provide the best, most up-to-date detectors to fellow enthusiasts and gold
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prospectors – all at great prices. Customer service and satisfaction are my top priorities!”

Expanding Services in Metal Detecting

Over the past 19 years, Northwest Detector Sales has expanded its inventory to meet the diverse

needs of its customers. The company offers a variety of metal detecting equipment in Oregon,

ensuring that every detectorist, from hobbyists to professionals, finds the right tools for their

adventures. Their commitment to staying updated with the latest technology has made them a

preferred choice in the community.

Community Engagement and Support

Northwest Detector Sales is dedicated to building a strong community among metal detecting

enthusiasts in Oregon. The company regularly shares knowledge, tips, and resources with its

customers to enhance their metal detecting experiences. By offering excellent customer service

and fostering connections among detectorists, reliable metal detecting services by Northwest

Detector Sales have become a trusted part of the local metal detecting community. Their

ongoing commitment to customer satisfaction and support is a cornerstone of their success.

Innovative Products and Services

The company’s product lineup includes accessories and mining equipment. Northwest Detector

Sales is known for its expert guidance, helping customers select the perfect equipment for their

specific needs. “Our mission is to provide quality products and great service,” said a team

member. “We understand the unique requirements of our customers and strive to meet and

exceed their expectations.”

Customer-Focused Approach

A hallmark of Northwest Detector Sales is its customer-focused approach. The company places a

strong emphasis on customer service, ensuring every client receives personalized attention and

expert advice. “From the moment they walk through our doors or visit our website, we aim to

provide an exceptional experience, helping them find the best metal detecting equipment for

their needs.”

Looking Ahead to the Future

Northwest Detector Sales, established in June 2005, has been a key destination for metal

detecting equipment and mining tools in Oregon for nearly two decades. Based in Tigard, OR,

the company offers a comprehensive range of products, from beginner detectors to advanced

models for professional use. Renowned for their customer-focused approach, Northwest

Detector Sales provides expert advice, exceptional customer service, and a commitment to

quality that has earned them a trusted reputation among metal detecting enthusiasts and
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professionals alike. For those seeking reliable metal detectors in Oregon, Northwest Detector

Sales is a trusted source for high-quality equipment and expert advice, Their dedication to

staying current with the latest technology and fostering a strong community has made them an

important part of the metal detecting community in Oregon.

About Northwest Detector Sales

Northwest Detector Sales, founded in June 2005 and based in Tigard, OR, specializes in providing

a wide range of metal detecting equipment and mining tools. The company caters to both

beginners and professionals, offering expert advice and top-notch customer service. With a

strong emphasis on community engagement and staying updated with the latest technology,

Northwest Detector Sales has become a valued part of the metal detecting community in

Oregon. Their commitment to customer satisfaction and quality products has earned them a

solid reputation over the past 19 years.

Bob Mote

Northwest Detector Sales

+1 503-664-7168

bob@nwdetectors.com
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